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2015 RETAIL PRICE LIST

ASH, Autumn Purple - A 

white ash, rapid grower, 

seedless. Adapted to a variety 

of soils.  Deeppurple or 

mahogany Fall colors  (45'x40')

Avg Hgt:  2" - 12'

3" - 15'

4" - 20'

ASPEN, Quaking - The small leaves of this native 

tree tremble in the slightest breeze, for a beautiful 

effect.  It is indifferent to soil conditions, and can be 

found in moist, shallow, rock, or clay soils.  The bark is 

an attractive greenish white. (30'x15') Yellow Fall color

ASPEN, Swedish - This variety is very narrow & 

formal in growth. Suited for small yards & for lining 

driveways or fence lines. Non invasive root system. 

Fast growing (30'x10')

ASPEN, Prairie Gold - Adapted to the heat, 

drought & humidity of the Midwestern prairie, 

this Nebraska native tree brings lowland 

adaptability & disease tolerance.  Shape is 

narrow oval to pyramidal. Yellow Fall color 

((40'x15')

1.5" $165

1.75" $180

2.0" $200

2.5" or 10-12' clump $230

3.0" or  12-14' clump $270

14-16' clump $300

16-18' clump $325

3.0" $300

3.5' $350

4.0" $400

4.5" $450

5.0" $500



COFFEETREE, Kentucky - Large, 

open vigorous tree adaptable to 

many soils & pH. This tree has 

large compound leaves, which turn 

yellow in Fall. Excellent Ash 

substitute.Large brown seed pods. 

Tolerates soil from fine sand to 

heavy clay (50'x35')

2.0" $215

2.5" $255

3.0" $300

3.5' $350

4.0" $400

BIRCH, River - This tree's bark exfoliates to expose 

tan, pink or orange colored younger stems. It is 

resistance to bronze birch borer.  Loves moist to wet 

soils but will tolerate drought moderately. Prefers 

sandy loam to coarse medium soils. Yellow Fall 

color. (40'x35')

BIRCH, Whitespire - This tree is similar in size & 

appearance to the European White Birch, but with 

more resistance to the Birch Borer. Chalk white 

bark, does not exfoliate. Yellow Fall color (40'x25')

2" or 8'-10' clump $200

2.5' or 10'-12' clump $230

3.0" or 12'-14' clump $270

3.5" or 14'-16' clump $300

4.0" or 16'-18' clump $330

4.5" or 18'-20' clump $350

CATALPA - Oval crown with 

irregular branching, medium to fast 

grower, showy flower, withstands 

heat, drought & wet conditions. 

Yellow Fall color (50'x35')

1.5" $165  2.5" $255

1.75" $185  3.0" $300

2.0" $215  3.5" $350



CHERRY, Schubert Select (Canada Red) 

- New growth bright green turning to dark 

maroon as the leaves mature.  White 

blossoms in the Spring Very hardy, vigorous 

grower with straight trunk & uniform head.  

Prefers well drained soil with average 

moisture.  (20'x15')

Avg hgt: 2"  - 10'

3" - 13'

1.75'     $175 3.0" $260

2.0"      $200      3.5"          $300

2.5"      $240      4.0"          $330

BALDCYPRESS - This is a distinctive, 

handsome large tree with fine textured 

foliage. Very adaptable to wet or dry 

sites.  A rapid grower that is long lived.  

Tolerates sandy, clay & loam soils.  

Rusty orange in Fall through Winter  

(55'x30')

Avg hgt: 2" - 8'

3"- 12'

5"- 15'

2.0" $175     3.5"       $240

2.5"    $190     4.0"       $270

3.0"  $220     4.5"       $310

CRABAPPLE: Centurion - Narrow, upright tree, rose-red blooms, small, bright red 

berries.  Leaves reddish-purple to bronze green.  Disease resistant. (20'x15')

Golden Raindrop - This upright, vase shaped crab has green foliage turning yellow 

in the Fall.  White Spring blooms with small golden yellow berries(20'x10'

Indian Summer - This tree is broad & globe shaped with medium green leaves 

turning orange-red in the Fall.  Blooms rose-red that fade to lavender-red followed 

by bright red berries. Disease resistant.  (15'x10')

Pinkspire - Narrow upright form with single pink blooms & maroon foliage (15'x10')

Prairiefire - A upright - rounded & spreading crab with dark green leaves turning 

bright orange in the Fall, blooms pink to red with dark wine red persistant berries 

(25'x20')  Multi-stem versions available as well.

Purple Prince -This tree has a rounded shape with purple, becoming bronze, green 

foliage, blooms rose-red with maroon-red berries in late Summer. Resistant to scab, 

fireblight, rust & mildew (20'x20')



Red Barron - This is a narrow & columnal crab with purple, fading to bronze green 

leaves.  Blooms dark red and has dark red berries (18'x8')

Red Jewel - This upright, pyramidal crab has medium green leaves turning bronze in 

Fall, blooms white with bright glossy red berries that persist through the Winter  

(15'x10')

Royal Raindrop - An upright but spreading tree with purple, cut leaf  foliage, blooming 

bright pinkish-red with small red berries (20'x15')

Springsnow - Oval, white blooms, no fruit or berries, very fragrant with good heat 

tolerance . Green foliage turning yellow in the Fall.  (30'x20')

Sugar Tyme - This smaller upright but oval tree has glossy green leaves, blooming 

pale-pink to sugar white fragrant flowers with bright red berries into Winter (20'x15')

Multi-stem versions available

Thunderchild -This tree has an upright spreading habit with deep purple foliage, 

blooming pink with dark red berries (25'x15')

Zumi Redbud - This crab blooms red buds opening to pink flowers & fading to white.  

They are very fragrant & follow with orange/red berries. Very hardy (20'x15')

Purple Prince & Springsnow Indian Summer

1.5'     $160       3.0"     $260

1.75"   $175       3.5"     $300

2.0"     $200       4.0"     $330

2.5"     $240       4.5"     $360

8'-10' clump     $200

12'-14' clump   $240

14'-16' clump   $260

ELM, Accolade - Vase 

shaped with arching 

limbs. Glossy, dark green 

fliage & yellow Fall color 

(70'x60'

Lacebark - This graceful 

dark green leaved tree 

turns yellow to purplish in 

the Fall. Very tolerant of 

soils & durable (50'x30')

ELM, Princeton Vase 

shaped Fast & hardy 

(65'x50')

ELM,Frontier A 

moderately sized tree that 

can be used under power 

lines Red-purple Fall color 

(35'x25')

Elm,New Horizon 

Upright vase shaped 

shade tree Dark green 

turning yellow in Fall 

(60'x40') 

1.5"     $165      2.5"     $255        4.0"   $400

1.75"   $185 3.0"     $300        4.5"   $450

2.0"     $215      3.5"     $350         5.0"   $500

All of the newer

varieties of Elm are 

disease resistant, 

durable & fast growing 

Avg hgt: 2" - 12'  3" -

14

ELM, Valley Forge,  

Upright shaped Rapid 

grower (60'x50')



HACKBERRY, Common A rugged 

compact tree with thick, deep green 

foliage Yellow in the Fall.  A rapid 

grower tolerant of drought & many soil 

types. (45'x35')

1.5"     $165            3.0"       $300

1.75"   $185            3.5"       $350

2.0"     $215 4.0"       $400

2.5"     $255             4.5"      $450

HAWTHORN, Crusader Thornless 

cockspur - This thornless tree has 

white cluster flowers in Spring with 

glossy green leaves turning orange to 

marron in the Fall.   (20'x20')

1.5"      $160         2.5"        $240

1.75'     $175         3.0"        $260

2.0"      $200 3.5"        $300

LOCUST, Skyline - This species is 

pyramidal & seedless. The leaves 

are fern-like & dark green. (50'x40')

Shademaster - A rapid grower & 

hardy with a more spreading habit. 

(50'x40)

Imperial - This flat topped vased 

shapped Locust is seedless (50'x40)

Sunburst -

The fine 

foleage 

shows a 

golden 

yellow all 

year Rapid 

grower 

(50'x40')

1.5"         $165        3.0"       $300

1.75"       $185        3.5"       $350

2.0"         $215        4.0"       $400

2.5"         $255        4.5"       $450

5.0"       $500

6.0"      $600



HORNBEAM, American Hornbeam-

This smaller round shaped tree with 

outstanding red Fall color,Wisconsin 

source. Tolerant of high pH, shade & 

drought, but prefers a good soil. 

(25'x20)

1.5" $165        2.0"        $200

1.75"             $185        2.5"        $240

Greenspire Linden Legend Linden

Greenspire - This large shade tree 

has a strong central leader with a 

symmetrical, pyramidal form Smaller 

leaf, yellow in Fall (50'x35')

Legend, - This is a larger leaf Linden 

which is a fast grower, broader in shape 

(50'x35')

Redmond, This large leafed Linden 

is more pyramidal & tall (50'x30')

Avg hgt:  2" - 10'   3" - 13'   4" - 16'-18'

1.5"   $165              2.5'       $255               4.0"        $400             5.5"       $550

1.75" $185              3.0"      $300               4.5"        $450              6.0"       $600

2.0'                 $215 3.5"      $350                5.0"       $500             6.5"       $650

LILAC, Ivory Silk - Upright spreading 

becoming rounded with age.  Dark 

green foliage & creamy white cluster 

flowers in late May (20'x15')

Japanese Tree This is a multi stem 

version with the same white fragrant 

flowers in Spring (25'x15')

1.75"       $205             2.5"  or 12'-14'     $240 3.5" or 16'-18'     $300

2.0"         $215             3.0"  or 14'-16'     $260              4.0" or 18'-20'     $350

HORNBEAM

, European 

Columnar A 

narrow slow 

growing tree 

turning 

yellow-

orange 

(35'x20')

LILAC, French Hybrid A large shrub 

with deep purple, very fragrant 

blooms  

LINDEN, American Sentry  A 

pyramidal Linden that is fast growing 

Green leaf/yellow Fall (45'x30')



MAPLE, Amur 

"Flame" This dense 

& compact in habit 

tree is grown in single 

or clump (bush) 

versions.  It has bright 

scarlet Fall foliage & is 

used in borders & 

small group plantings.  

(20'x15') 

1.5"    $165     2.5" or 10'-12'  $255         4.0"    $400            5.5"       $550

1.75"  $185     3.0" or 12'-14'  $300         4.5"    $450            6.0"       $600

2.0" or 8'-10'  $215     3.5"  or 14'-16'  $350         5.0"    $500           

MAPLE, State Street 

Upright Maple with 

dark green leaves 

turning yellow in Fall. It 

has a corky bark & is 

rapid grower (50'x35')

MAPLE, Pacific 

Sunset This mid-sized 

tree has an upright, 

spreading form. 

Glossy green summer 

foliage turns bright 

yellow-orange-red in 

Fall  (30'x25')

MAPLE, Emerald Lustre Norway -

This large Maple has a round oval 

shape & immature foliage displays 

an attractive red tinge before 

maturing to glossy deep green 

leaves turning bright yellow in Fall 

(50'x20') Avg hgt:  2"   - 10' 

3" - 15'      

4"  - 20'                          

MAPLE, Columnar Norway This is a 

narrow upright tree with ascending 

branching  Green in Summer, yellow in 

Fall  (35'x15')

MAPLE, 

Compact Amur  

This smaller 

version has 

smaller leaves 

with a brilliant fall 

color (10'x10')



MAPLE, Armstrong  A narrow 

fastigate Maple with light green 

foliage turning yellow to orange-red 

in the Fall. A rapid grower but 

perfect for lining driveways & 

narrow yards. ( 45'x15')

Avg hgt:  2" - 12'     3" - 15'      4" -

20'

MAPLE, Autumn Blaze This Maple & the Sienna Glen Maple  are a cross 

between a Silver Maple & a Red Maple (Freemani ) With this hybrid a rapid 

growing tree with great Fall colors is achieved.  These tree have an upright, 

oval branching structure that keeps them less adapt to wind damage & a 

unified shape.  The Fall colors can range from yellow-orange to orange-red.  

(50'x40')

Avg hgt: 2" - 10'    3" - 15'     4" - 20'-22'

MAPLE, Brandywine This Red 

Maple has long lasting Fall color 

& ranges from a brilliant red to re-

purple color  Oval in branching 

habit. (40'x25')



MAPLE, Hot Wings 

The smaller Maple has 

a rounded, spreading 

form with bright red 

colored samaras in the 

Summer, turning yellow 

to orange-red in the Fall  

(25'x20')

MAPLE, Red Sunset This Maple is 

upright branching & rounded to oval 

in habit.  The foliage is dark green 

turning florescent orange-red in the 

Fall  (50'x35')

MAPLE, Royal Red Oval in 

habit becoming round with age.  

Foliage is deep purple in 

Summer becoming maroon to 

reddish-bronze in Fall  (40'x30')

MAPLE, Fall Fiesta Sugar This is 

a vigorous grower with beautiful 

thick, leathery, clossy green leaves 

that are resistant to leaf tatter, 

turning a bright orange-red-yellow in 

Fall  Broadly oval in habit  (50'x40')



MAPLE, Legacy Sugar This tree 

has a dense crown with thick, 

dark green leaves turning red-

orange in the Fall Oval to 

spreading in habit  (50'x30')

MAPLE, Green Mt Sugar This 

Sugar Maple is heat tolerant with a 

broadly oval shape.  Foliage is dark 

green turning reddish orange to red 

in the Fall  (50'x40')

Avg hgt:  2"  - 10'-12'        3"  - 15'-18'        4"  - 18'-22'

ALL RED & SUGAR MAPLE PRICES

1.5" $200 4.0" $400

1.75" $235 4.5" $450

2.0" $255 5.0" $500

2.5" $280 5.5" $550

3.0" $320 6.0" $600

3.5" $355 7.0" $700

8.0" $800



OAK, Bur  This large & impressive 

native to Nebraska tree has a thick trunk 

& corky branches. Broadly oval, irregular 

& open in habit. Green leaves turing 

yellowish-brown in Fall (55'x45')

OAK, Chinkapin A 

sturdy fast growing Oak 

with large sharp-toothed 

leaves.  Fall color 

yellow-orange-brown 

with a white cast to the 

underside. Rounded & 

open in habit ( 45'x45')

OAK, Northern Pin A pyramidal 

form with horizontal branching, 

rounded with age Tolerant of urban 

conditions, especially drought. 

Orange to red Fall color (55'x40')

Avg hgt:  2"  - 10'-12'

3"  - 14'-15'

4" - 18'-22'



OAK, English A broad, rounded & open head 

with deep green leaves turning yellow-brown in 

the Fall.  Long lifespan with moisture 

requirements of average to moist, prefers loamy 

soil  (60'x50')

OAK, English 

Skyrocket A 

narrow & 

columnar tree 

suited for tough 

urban 

conditions. 

Turns yellow to 

bronze in the 

Fall  (45'x15')

OAK, Regal Prince This sturdy growing narrow & 

pyramidal Oak is adaptable to many unfavorable 

conditions.  Dark green glossy foliage is resistant to 

tatter.  Fall color is yello-brown  (50'x20')



OAK, Shingle The only Oak tree with smooth, no 

teeth leaves.  Glossy green to yellowish rust red in 

Fall.  Grows well in bottomlands but adapts to 

many conditions. ( 50'x40')

OAK, Scarlett A fast 

growing Oak that tolerates 

a wide range of soils. 

Leaves are glossy dark 

green on top, pale green 

on the bottom, Scarlet in 

the Fall.  (50'x40')

OAK, Sawtooth As a fast growing 

tree in it's youth, it makes an 

attractive shade tree with dark green 

foliage in the summer turning to 

yellow to golden brown in the Fall. 

Adaptable to all soil types except 

alkaline.  (40'x40')

OAK, Shumard This upright spreading 

Oak is a moderate grower turning red in 

the Fall (50'x40')



OAK, Northern 

Red Fast grower, 

large & hardy Oak 

with glossy green 

leaves turning 

deep red in the 

Fall (50'x45')

OAK, Swamp White A large 

open & rounded tree with a very 

thick dark green leaf on top & 

felty white beneath, turning 

yellow-brown in the Fall. Fast 

grower & long lifespan. (50'x40')

Avg hgt: 2" - 10'-12'

3" - 14'-15'

4" - 16'-20'

1.5"     $200        3.5"   $355

1.75"   $235        4.0"   $400

2.0"     $255 4.5"   $450

2.5"     $280        5.0"  $500

3.0      $320 5.5"    $550

6.0"    $600

FYI:  Stately Oaks will be in 

your landscape for years & 

years, but ALL Oaks do get 

acorns.

OAK, White  

A large slow 

growing Oak 

that prefers 

well drained, 

moist soil 

Turns 

purple-red in 

Fall  

(50'x40')



PEAR, Chanticleer This Pear is 

also known as 'Cleveland Select'. 

Columnar in growth with white 

blossims in Spring, glossy green 

thick leaves in the Summer & 

reddish-purple Fall foliage late in the 

season. (40'x15')

PEAR, Autumn Blaze This Pear is rounded 

in shape with white flowers in the Spring, 

glossy green leaves in the Summer & bright 

red in early Fall.  Fast grower  (30'x25')

1.5"    $165 3.0"    $265

1.75"  $185 3.5"    $305

2.0"    $200 4.0"    $355

2.5"    $240 4.5"    $400

5.0"    $450



REDBUD, Northern Selection  The profuse purplish-ink flowers that 

bloom in the Spring before the heart shaped leaves develop make this a 

favorite.  Attractive as a tree for naturalized garden areas or a graceful 

addition to a small yard  (25x30')

1.5" $160 2.5" or 8'-10' $240 4.0" $345

1.75" $175 3.0" or 10'-12'    $260 5.0" $395

2.0" or 6'-8'   $ 200 3.5" or 12'-14'    $300

SERVICEBERRY, Autumn Brilliance White blossoms in Spring. Heavily branched, 

the tree has an interesting spreading branch pattern & light gray bark.  The Fall foliage 

is brilliant red-orange. (20'x15')

SERVICEBERRY, Apple A small upright tree that adapts to a wide variety of soils & 

tolerates drought. The Springs flowers are light pink fading to white. The Fall color is 

yellow-orange (25'x15')

1.5' $160 2.5" or 6'-8' clump     $240

1.75" $175 3.0" or 8'-10' clump   $260

2.0" $200 3.5" or 10'-12' clump $300

Summer Spring Fall



7'-8' Wentworth - Summer 7'-8' Wentworth - Fall

VIBURNUM, Lentago Larger, upright, multi-stemmed, grows to 10'-18' tall with a spread 

of 6'-12'  Non-freagrant white flowers appear in Spring. Flowers give way in Fall to blue-

black berries.

VIBURNUM, Arrowood Multi-stem & attains a mature height of 9'-12' round topped 

clusters of small white flowers in late Spring.

VIBURNUM, Wentworth Soft maple-like leaves, producing white lacecap flowers mid-

May to mid-June, followed by bunches of shiny bright red berries by August that persist 

well in Winter

VIBURNUM, Mohican Compact round shrub with dark green foliage during the Summer 

and purple bronze foliage in the Fall.  Creamy white flowers in May followed by orange-

red to black small berries.  6'-8' in mature height

5'-6' $110 7'-8' $150 9'=10' $195

6'-7' $130 8'-9' $175 10'-12'- $225

Viburnum 

berries in late 

summer

Mohican - Spring Mohican - Late Summer Mohican - Fall



FIR, Cannan Fast growing with glossy 

dark green needles.  It has a dense, 

pyramidal, slender atop habit & prefers 

cool, moist, well drained soil & to be out of 

direct wind.  Fragrant foliage. (50'x25')

FIR, Concolor This conifer has 

bluish gray-green foliage with a 

conical symmetric habit with tiered 

branches.  Perfers sandy loam soil 

with full sun to light shade 

(40'x25')

5'-6' $180

6'-7' $210

7'-8' $250

8'-9' $300

9'-10' $350

10'-12' $400

12'-14' $450



PINE, Austrian Darkest green of all the pines.  

Heavy, long needles with strong "Northwoods" 

fragrance. Vigorous, dense grower. Tolerates heat, 

cold & drought. (55'x30')

PINE, Ponderosa 

When young this 

conifer's shape 

varies from a 

narrow to broad 

pyramid. With age, 

the species 

develops a narrow 

crown with short 

thick lateral 

branches. Loses 

lower branches as 

it ages. Needles 

are dark green to 

yellowish-green. 

Plant in full sun in 

moist, well-drained 

soil Adapts to dry & 

alkaline sites. 

(60'x25')
5'-6' $135 9'-10' $250

6'-7' $150 10'-12' $275

7'-8' $175 12'-14' $315

8'-9' $200 14'-16' $345



PINE, Bosnian A dense 

narrow dark green with 

upright branching. Slow 

grower (40'x15')

PINE, Eastern White A 

large species with soft 

blue-green needles & 

grayish bark  (80'x40)

PINE, Fastigate White A 

narrow white pine with 

long bluish green soft 

needles (30'x10')

PINE, Southwestern   Long  

& cylindrical cones Resists 

winter yellowing. (40'x20')

PINE, Limber Slow & 

irregular grower. Cold & 

drought tolerant (45'x30')

PINE, Vanderwolf A 

densely narrow pine  

Protect from wind 

(40'x20')

5'-6' $165 9'-10' $315

6'-7' $195 10'-12' $365

7'-8' $215 12'-14' $415

8'-9' $265



SPRUCE, 

Colorado 

Best known 

of the Spruce 

family. Noted 

for its 

hardiness . 

Full sun & 

well drained 

soil

(60'x30')

SPRUCE, 

Norway 

Fastest 

growing 

Spruce 

Tough with 

bright green 

needles Full 

sun & moist 

well drained 

soil 

(60'x25')

SPRUCE, Black Hills Dense, 

conical & slow grower. Great for 

windbreaks Adapts to variety of 

soils (30'x30')

5'-6' $165

6'-7' $200

7'-8' $235

8'-9' $260

9'-10' $315

10'-12' $350



SPRUCE, Fat Albert A truly blue 

Spruce, slow growing, but ideal for 

places where you would like a 

spruce that doesn't reach large 

sizes. Well shaped form  Full sun & 

moist well-drained soil is prefered.  

(30'x15')

SPRUCE, 

Hoopsi A 

dense 

pyramidal very 

blue conifer.  A 

vigorous plant 

that grows in 

full sun & rich 

moist, well-

drained soil but 

adapts to a 

wide range of 

soil types 

(40'x15')

SPRUCE, Bakeri A deep blue form 

of Colorado Spruce, pyramidal 

shape & horizontal branches 

Perfers sandy loam soil but will 

adapt (30'x15')

SPRUCE, Baby Blue Eyes A smaller 

species of Spruce with a wide tolerance 

to difference soil A slow grower, perfect 

for smaller yards (20'x10')

SPRUCE, White A 

conical large 

Spruce with pale 

green needles.  A 

slow to moderate 

grower. Is 

adapatable to many 

soils (50'x20')



SPRUCE, 

Fastigate 

Colorado Spruce 

A narrow dense 

blue Colorado 

Spruce. (35'x10')

SPRUCE, 

Fastigate 

Norway A 

slender, 

uniform 

Norway 

Spruce with 

dark green 

needles. Fast 

grower. 

Prefers moist 

well drained 

soil.  (40'x6')

JUNIPER, Taylor  A 

narrow fast growing 

juniper native to Taylor, 

NE.  Blue-green foliage 

turning brownish in 

Winter.  Makes a great 

privacy screen, 

entrance or a dramatic 

vertical element to a 

landscape (30'x3')

5'-6' $180

6'-7' $210

7'-8' $240

8'-9' $300

9'-10' $350

10'-12' $400



APPLE, Honey Crisp An upright 

spreading Apple with juicy, crisp, 

eating & baking apple (20'x20')

APPLE, Fuji A spreading apple that 

prefers well drained soil.  Exceptional 

eating quality for salads.  Rome & 

Braeburn are good pollinizers (10'x10')

APPLE, Yellow Delicious An 

oval, spreading, but upright apple 

with large golden yellow fruit.  

Needs to have a pollinizer.  

(25'x25')

APPLE, Macintosh An upright, oval 

Apple  Best known for applesauce, pies 

& cider A early heavily producing tree 

(20'x10')

APPLE, Jonathan 

Medium sized apples 

with a sweet-tart tast  

Perfect for pies

(20'x10')



PEACH, Elberta A rounded, upright 

tree with large yellow with a 

crimson blush fruit.   Ideal for 

eating, canning & freezing. Ripens 

late July to early August (25'x20')

PEACH, Red Haven A spreading & 

branchy Peach with sweet yellow 

peaches.  Good for eating, canning 

or freezing.  Best to pollinate with 

Elberta  (30'x20')

PEAR, Bartlett An oval, rounded 

Pear with large yellow fruit, smooth 

& juicy white flesh. Self-fertile. 

Harvest mid August - mid 

September (20'x15')

All Fruit Tree Prices

1.25" $60

1.5" $70

1.75" $80

2.0" $90

2.5" $100

3.0" $115



"Midwest Masterpiece"

SHIPPING:  Shipments travel at the expense of the 

purchaser. On larger orders, our freight is low in cost 

& reliable. On smaller orders you may make 

arrangements to pick up your purchase.

INSPECTION: All trees have been inspected by the 

Nebraska Department of Agriculture & found 

apparently free from dangerous injuries, insects, & 

plant diseases

GUARANTEE: All stock is guaranteed to be in 

healthy condition when purchased & true to name. 

No further guarantee is given.

TERMS: Cash upon delivery, unless other 

arrangements are made in advance with 

management.

MISCELLANEOUS: All trees are machine dug & 

placed in wire baskets & burlap. All conifer trees are 

sprayed with wilt-proof unless otherwise requested.


